Taking advantage of a Bayesian hierarchical inference formalism, we study the evolution of the observed correlation between central stellar velocity dispersion σ 0 and stellar mass M * of massive (M * 10 10.5 M ) early-type galaxies (ETGs) out to redshift z ≈ 2.5. Collecting ETGs from state-of-the-art literature samples, we consider both a fiducial (0 z 1.2) and an extended (0 z 2.5) samples. Based on the fiducial sample, we find that at z 1.2 the M * − σ 0 relation is well represented by σ 0 ∝ M β * (1 + z) ζ , with β 0.23 (at given z, σ 0 increases with M * as a power law with slope similar to the classical Faber-Jackson relation) and ζ 0.26 (at given M * , σ 0 decreases for decreasing z, for instance by 20% from z = 1 to z = 0). The analysis of the extended sample suggests that over the wider redshift range 0 z 2.5 the slope β could be slightly steeper at higher z (β 0.2 + 0.2 log(1 + z) describes the data as well as constant β 0.23) and that the redshift-dependence of the normalisation could be stronger (ζ 0.42). The intrinsic scatter in σ 0 at given M * is 0.07 dex for the fiducial sample at z 1.2, but is found to increase with redshift in the extended sample, being 0.11 dex at z = 2. Our results suggest that, on average, the velocity dispersion of individual massive (M * 5 × 10 11 M ) ETGs decreases with time while they evolve from z ≈ 1 to z ≈ 0.
INTRODUCTION
Since the late 1970s it was found empirically that presentday early-type galaxies (ETGs) follow scaling relations, i.e. correlations among global observed quantities, such as the Faber-Jackson relation (Faber & Jackson 1976 ) between luminosity L and central stellar velocity dispersion σ 0 , the Kormendy relation (Kormendy 1977) between effective radius R e and surface brightness (or luminosity), and the fundamental plane (Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressler et al. 1987) relating σ 0 , L and R e . When estimates of the stellar masses are available, analogous scaling relations are found, replacing L with M * : the M * − R e (stellar mass-size) relation, the M * − σ 0 (stellar mass-velocity dispersion) relation and the stellar-mass fundamental plane (e.g., Hyde & Bernardi 2009a,b; Auger et al. 2010; Zahid et al. 2016b ). These scaling laws are believed to contain valuable information on the process of formation and evolution of ETGs. Any success-E-mail: carlo.cannarozzo3@unibo.it ful theoretical model of galaxy formation should reproduce these empirical correlations of the present-day population of ETGs (Somerville & Davé 2015; Naab & Ostriker 2017) .
The observations strongly indicate that ETGs are not evolving passively. For instance, measurements of sizes and stellar masses of samples of quiescent galaxies at higher redshift imply that the M * − R e relation evolves with time: on average, for given stellar mass, galaxies were significantly more compact in the past (e.g. Ferguson et al. 2004; Damjanov et al. 2019) . There are also indications that ETGs at higher redshift have, on average, higher stellar velocity dispersion than present-day ETGs of similar M * (e.g. van de Sande et al. 2013b; Belli et al. 2014; Gargiulo et al. 2016; Belli et al. 2017; Tanaka et al. 2019) . Interestingly, the stellar-mass fundamental plane, relating M * , σ 0 and R e appears to change little with redshift (Bezanson et al. 2013b (Bezanson et al. , 2015 Zahid et al. 2016a) . The observed behaviour of these scaling relations as a function of redshift represents a further challenge to models of galaxy formation and evolution.
In the standard cosmological framework, structure for-mation in the Universe occurs as a consequence of the collapse and virialisation of the dark matter halos, in which baryons infall and collapse, thus forming galaxies. In this framework, massive ETGs are believed to be the end products of various merging and accretion events. Given the old ages of the stellar populations of present-day ETGs, any relatively recent merger that these galaxies experienced must have had negligible associated star formation. Based on these arguments, a popular scenario for the late (z 2) evolution of ETGs is the idea that these galaxies grow via dissipationless (or "dry") mergers. Interestingly, dry mergers make galaxies less compact: for instance, galaxies growing via parabolic dry merging increase their size as R e ∝ M a * , with a 1, while their velocity dispersion evolves as σ 0 ∝ M b * , with b 0 (Nipoti et al. 2003; Naab et al. 2009; Hilz et al. 2013) . Thus, the transformation of individual ETGs via dry mergers is a possible explanation of the observed evolution of the M * − R e , M * − σ 0 and stellarmass fundamental plane relations (Nipoti et al. 2009b Posti et al. 2014; Oogi & Habe 2013; Frigo & Balcells 2017) . Though this explanation is qualitatively feasible, it is not clear whether and to what extent dry mergers can explain quantitatively the observed evolution of these scaling laws. In this context, the stellar velocity dispersion σ 0 is a very interesting quantity to consider. Even for purely dry mergers of spheroids, σ 0 can increase, decrease of stay constant following a merger, depending on the merger mass ratio and orbital parameters (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2006; Naab et al. 2009; Nipoti et al. 2009a Nipoti et al. , 2012 Posti et al. 2014) . Moreover, even slight amounts of dissipation and star formation during the merger can produce a non-negligible increase of the central stellar velocity dispersion with respect to the purely dissipationless case (Robertson et al. 2006; Ciotti et al. 2007) .
In a cosmological context, the next frontier in the theoretical study of the scaling relations of ETGs is the comparison with observations of the evolution measured in hydrodynamic cosmological simulations. A quantitative characterisation of the evolution of the observed scaling relations of the ETGs is thus crucial to use them as test beds for theoretical models. On the one hand, the evolution of the observed stellar mass-size relation is now well established, being based on relatively large samples of ETGs out to z ≈ 3 (Cimatti et al. 2012; van der Wel et al. 2014 ) . On the other hand, given that measuring the stellar velocity dispersion requires spectroscopic observations with relatively high resolution and signal-to-noise ratio, the study of the redshift evolution of correlations involving σ 0 , such as the M * − σ 0 relation and the stellar-mass fundamental plane, is based on much smaller galaxy samples than those used to study the stellar mass-size relation. This makes it more difficult to characterise quantitatively the evolution of these scaling laws out to significantly high redshift.
In this paper, we focus on the stellar mass-velocity dispersion relation of ETGs with the aim of improving the quantitative characterisation of the observed evolution of this scaling law. We build an up-to-date sample of massive ETGs with measured stellar mass and stellar velocity dispersion by collecting and homogenising as much as possible available state-of-the-art literature data. In particular, we consider galaxies with stellar masses higher than 10 10.5 M and we correct the observed stellar velocity dispersion to σ e , the central line-of-sight stellar velocity dispersion within an aperture of radius R e , so in our case σ 0 = σ e . We analyse statistically the evolution of the M * − σ e relation without resorting to binning in redshift and using a Bayesian hierarchical approach. As a result of this analysis we provide the posterior distributions of the hyper-parameters describing the M * − σ e relation in the redshift range 0 z 2.5, under the assumption that, at given redshift, σ e ∝ M β * . We explore both the case of redshift independent β and the case in which β is free to vary with redshift.
The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the galaxy sample and the criteria adopted to select ETGs. We present the statistical method in section 3 and our results in section 4. Our results are compared with previous works in section 5. Section 6 concludes. Throughout this work, we adopt a standard Λ cold dark matter cosmology with Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7 and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 . All stellar masses are calculated assuming a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF).
GALAXY SAMPLE
To study the evolution of the stellar mass-velocity dispersion relation of ETGs we build a sample of galaxies consisting in a collection of various subsamples of ETGs in the literature. Our goal is to build a sample spanning a redshift range as large as possible. At the same time, in order to make an accurate inference, it is important to select galaxies and measure their stellar masses and velocity dispersions in a homogeneous way. These two requirements are somewhat conflicting: in order to minimize biases, it would be ideal to use the same selection criteria, data and analysis methods for all galaxies in our study. This, however, is difficult to achieve in practice, due to the lack of large samples of galaxies with measured stellar velocity dispersion at z > 1.
In light of this challenge, we find it useful to build our sample as the sum of two distinct samples, each optimized for meeting one of our two criteria. The first is our fiducial sample, consisting of quiescent galaxies drawn from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Eisenstein et al. 2011) and the Large Early Galaxy Astrophysics Census (LEGA-C; van der Wel et al. 2016) , which cover the redshift range 0 z 1.2. For the galaxies in this sample we strictly apply consistent selection criteria, then measure their stellar masses using photometric data from the first data release of the Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC; Miyazaki et al. 2018 ) Subaru Strategic Program (Aihara et al. 2018, DR1) . The second is a high-redshift sample, consisting of stellar mass and velocity dispersion measurements of galaxies at 0.8 z 2.5 from various independent studies. For the galaxies in this high-redshift sample, we only require that the definitions of stellar mass and stellar velocity dispersion are the same as those of the fiducial sample. In both cases, we apply a lower limit to the measured stellar mass of log(M obs * /M ) > 10.5. We also define an extended sample, obtained by combining the fiducial and high-redshift samples.
Our strategy is to carry out our inference on both the fiducial and the extended samples. Given the way the samples are built, we expect our results at z < 1 to be more robust (i.e. less prone to observational biases), but it is nevertheless very interesting to examine trends out to z ≈ 2.5, as probed by our extended sample. In the following two sub- sections we describe in detail how measurements for these samples are obtained.
The fiducial sample
Our fiducial sample consists of two sets of galaxies. The first set is drawn from the data release 12 (DR12; Alam et al. 2015) of the SDSS. In particular, we consider only objects belonging to the main spectroscopic sample, by applying the condition programname='legacy' or program-name='southern'. The second set is selected from the LEGA-C survey DR2 (Straatman et al. 2018) . The LEGA-C DR2 contains spectra of 1,922 objects obtained with the Visible Multi-Object Spectrograph (VIMOS; Le Fèvre et al. 2003 ) on the Very Large Telescope (VLT). LEGA-C targets were selected by applying a cut in K s -band magnitude to a parent sample of galaxies with photometric redshift in the range 0.6 < z < 1.0 drawn from the Ultra Deep Survey with the VISTA telescope (UltraVISTA; Muzzin et al. 2013) .
With the goal of selecting only passive galaxies, we apply a selection based on the equivalent width of the forbidden emission line doublet of [OII], EW [OII] λλ3726, 3729. Specifically, we include only those galaxies that have EW [OII] ≥ −5Å, where EW [OII] of SDSS and LEGA-C galaxies are obtained from the respective data release catalogues. Although [OII] is not a perfect indicator of star formation activity, as it can suffer from contamination from emission by an active galactic nucleus, and other spectral lines could be used in its place (Hβ, for example), these lines are in general not accessible in the spectra of most LEGA-C galaxies, as they are redshifted outside of the available spectral range. For the sake of homogeneity in our selection criteria, and in order to keep the high end of the redshift distribution of the LEGA-C galaxies in our sample, we use [OII] as a first step towards obtaining a sample of quiescent galaxies. Neverthless, we find a good correlation between EW [OII] and EW Hβ for those galaxies drawn from the original catalogues of SDSS and LEGA-C for which both measurements are available (see Figure 1 ). Although half of the LEGA-C galaxies do not have values of EW [OII] in the DR2 catalogue, these are for the most part objects at the low end of the redshfit range, z < 0.8.
We then look for imaging data in the Wide layer of the HSC DR1. The Wide layer of HSC covers approximately 108 square degrees. The number of SDSS galaxies present in this dataset is ≈ 3000, which, while only a small fraction of the total number of SDSS galaxies, is still sufficiently large to carry out a statistical analysis of the stellar massvelocity dispersion relation. LEGA-C targets are located in a 1.3 deg 2 region, for the most part overlapping with the Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS; Scoville et al. 2007) area. HSC DR1 data from the Ultra Deep layer are available for most (≈ 1700) of the objects in the LEGA-C DR2.
The motivation for using HSC data is in its high depth (i-band 26 mag detection limit for a point source in the Wide layer) and good image quality (typical i-band seeing is 0.6 ). This is particularly important for the LEGA-C galaxies, which are much fainter and have smaller angular sizes compared to the SDSS ones, due to their higher redshift. For each galaxy with available HSC DR1 data, we obtain cutouts in the g, r, i, z, y filters, then visually inspect them to remove objects showing any presence of discs, spiral arms, contamination by external objects, merging pairs, as well as galaxies for which a single Sérsic model (Sérsic 1968 ) does not provide a qualitatively good description of the surface-brightness distribution (e.g., irregular galaxies). Roughly 50% of the objects in both samples are rejected at this stage.
We measure stellar masses by, first, fitting a Sérsic surface brightness distribution to g, r, i, z, y imaging data, and, then, fitting stellar population synthesis (SPS) models to the resulting magnitudes, following the same procedure adopted by Sonnenfeld et al. (2019) . In particular, we obtain 201×201 pixel (≈ 34 × 34 ) sky-subtracted cutouts of each galaxy in each band, we fit the five-band data simultaneously with a seeing-convolved Sérsic surface brightness profile with elliptical isophotes and spatially uniform colors, while iteratively masking out foreground or background objects using the software SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) . For the sake of robustness in our flux measurements, we only keep galaxies for which the half-light radius of the best-fit Sérsic profile is smaller than 0.5R sky,i , where R sky,i is the radius of the i-band isophote with surface brightness equal to the RMS of the sky background. In other words, we only consider galaxies for which most of the flux accounted for by the model is actually detected in HSC data. This step removes ≈ 10% of the objects: these are typically galaxies with a very large best-fit Sérsic index, n Ser ≈ 10.
We fit the observed grizy fluxes with composite stellar population models, obtained using the BC03 stellar population synthesis code (Bruzual & Charlot 2003) , with semiempirical stellar spectra from the BaSeL 3.1 library (Westera et al. 2002) , Padova 1994 stellar evolution tracks (Fagotto et al. 1994a,b,c) and a Chabrier IMF. We consider star formation histories with an exponentially declining star formation rate and we apply a prior on metallicity based on the mass-metallicity relation measured by Gallazzi et al. (2005) . We sample the posterior probability distribution of stellar mass, age (time since the initial burst of star formation), star formation rate decline timescale, metallicity and dust attenuation with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC), following the method introduced by Auger et al. (2009) . We then consider the posterior probability distribution in logstellar mass, marginalised over the other parameters, and Table 1 . Properties of the subsamples of ETGs used to build our fiducial (SDSS and LEGA-C) and high-redshift (vdS13, B14, G15 and B17) samples (the acronyms are defined in section 2). Column 1: subsample name. Column 2: redshift range. Column 3: stellar mass range in logarithm. Column 4: number of galaxies. 
where log M are the 84 and 16 percentile of the distribution, respectively. We refer to Sonnenfeld et al. (2019) for more details. Finally, we apply a lower cutoff to the observed stellar mass, selecting only galaxies with log(M obs * /M ) > 10.5. The final sample consists of 1583 SDSS galaxies, with mean redshift 0.203 and redshift standard deviation 0.106, and 127 galaxies from the LEGA-C sample, with mean redshift 0.833 and redshift standard deviation 0.113.
For each SDSS galaxy, we obtain, from the DR12 catalogue, the value and relative uncertainty of the line-of-sight stellar velocity dispersion measured in the 1.5 radius fiber of the SDSS spectrograph, which we label σ ap . We convert this measurement into an estimate of the central velocity dispersion integrated within an aperture equal to the half-light radius, σ e , by applying the following correction:
where R e is the half-light radius and δ = 0.066 (Cappellari et al. 2006) . Velocity dispersion measurements provided in the LEGA-C DR2 are converted to values of the central velocity dispersion σ e applying the aperture correction
which is a good approximation for galaxies at z < 1.8 Belli et al. 2014) . The distributions in redshift and in stellar mass of the fiducial sample and of the SDSS and LEGA-C subsamples are shown in Figure 2 (see also Table 1 ).
The high-redshift and extended samples
Our high-redshift sample of ETGs is a sample of 127 galaxies in the redshift range 0.8 z 2.5, built as follows. We obtain measurements of the stellar mass and stellar velocity dispersion of quiescent galaxies out to z ≈ 2.5 from a variety of studies. In order of increasing median redshift, we take 26 galaxies drawn from the LRIS sample presented in Belli et al. (2014, hereafter B14) , including only those galaxies for which EW [OII] ≥ −5Å (as done for the fiducial sample; subsection 2.1), 73 galaxies from van de Sande et al. (2013a, hereafter vdS13), 4 galaxies from Gargiulo et al. (2015, hereafter G15) , and 24 galaxies from Belli et al. (2017, hereafter B17) . The main properties of each of these subsamples are summarised in Table 1 . Among the 73 galaxies of the vdS13 subsample, only 5 galaxies are presented for the first time in vdS13, while the remaining 68 sources are collected from different studies. All the galaxies in the high-redshift samples are classified as quiescent, based on their UV J colours, morphology and/or spectra. For the vast majority of these galaxies, stellar masses are measured by fitting SPS models to broadband imaging data and by scaling the total flux to match that measured by fitting a Sérsic surface brightness profile to high-resolution images from Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The details of the SPS models are very similar to those we adopted in our measurement of the stellar masses of the fiducial sample. In all these subsamples stellar masses are computed assuming Chabrier IMF and central velocity dispersions are given within an aperture of radius R e . Our extended sample, obtained by combining the fiducial and high-redshift samples, consists of 1837 ETGs with M * ≥ 10 10.5 M in the redshift interval 0.05 z 2.44. The distributions in redshift and in stellar mass of the highredshift and extended samples are shown in Figure 2 .
In summary, after homogenising the observational data, for all galaxies in our samples we have measurements of spectroscopic redshift z, of stellar mass M * and of the central stellar velocity dispersion σ e . In Table 2 we list the identifier, redshift, effective radius R e , stellar velocity dispersion σ e and stellar mass M * for all the galaxies except for those drawn from the SDSS catalogue. Table 2 . Physical properties of the ETGs of the LEGA-C, vdS13, B14, G15 and B17 subsamples used to build our fiducial and highredshift samples (we omit here galaxies taken from the SDSS subsample). Column 1: name of the subsample (in the case of the subsample vdS13, when a galaxy is taken from previous work, we indicate also the original reference: (2012) . Column 2: galaxy identifier. Column 3: redshift. Column 4: central stellar velocity dispersion with 1σ uncertainty. Column 5: logarithm of the stellar mass with 1σ uncertainty. For the ETGs of the G15, vds13 and B17 subsamples there are no estimates of the uncertainty on M * : for these galaxies we assumed uncertainty 0.15 dex in our analysis.
Sample
Object
LEGA-C 128682 0.9281 148.5 ± 21.1 10.856 ± 0.12 LEGA-C 129358 0.8523 172. 
METHOD
We use a Bayesian hierarchical method to infer the distribution of stellar velocity dispersion as a function of stellar mass and redshift for the ETGs in our samples. This method allows us to properly propagate observational uncertainties, to disentangle intrinsic scatter from observational errors and to correct for Eddington bias (Eddington 1913) , which is introduced by our choice of imposing a lower cutoff to the stellar mass distribution. Throughout this section stellar masses are expressed in units of M .
Bayesian hierarchical formalism
We describe each galaxy in our sample by its redshift, stellar mass and central stellar velocity dispersion. We refer to these parameters collectively as Θ = {M * , σ e , z}. These represent the true values of the three quantities, which are in general different from the corresponding observed values. We assume that the values of Θ are drawn from a probability distribution, described in turn by a set of hyper-parameters Φ:
Our goal is to infer plausible values of the hyper-parameters, which summarise the distribution of our galaxies in the (M * , σ e , z) space, given our data. We will describe in detail the functional form of the distribution P(Θ|Φ) in subsection 3.2. Using Bayes' theorem, the posterior probability distribution of the hyper-parameters given the data d is
where P(Φ) is the prior probability distribution of the model hyper-parameters and P(d|Φ) is the likelihood of observing the data given the model. The data consist of observed stellar masses, stellar velocity dispersions and redshifts, d ≡ {M obs * , σ obs e , z obs },
and related uncertainties. Since measurements on different galaxies are independent from each other, the likelihood term can be written as
where d i is the data relative to the i-th galaxy. For each galaxy in our sample, the likelihood of the data depends only on the true values of the redshift, stellar mass and velocity dispersion, Θ, and not on the hyper-parameters Φ. In order to compute the P(d i |Φ) terms in equation (8), then, we need to marginalise over all possible values of the individual object parameters Θ i :
This allows us to evaluate the posterior probability distribution, equation (6), provided that a model distribution P(Θ|Φ) is specified, priors are defined and the shape of the likelihood is known. The method is hierarchical in the sense that there exists a hierarchy of parameters: individual object parameters Θ i are drawn from a distribution that is, in turn, described by a set of hyper-parameters.
The model
The dependent variable of our model is the central velocity dispersion, σ e , while stellar mass and redshift are independent variables. As such, it is useful to write the probability distribution of individual galaxy parameters as P(Θ|Φ) = P(M * , z|Φ)P(σ e |M * , z, Φ).
Here, P(M * , z|Φ) describes the prior probability distribution for a galaxy in our sample to have true stellar mass M * and true redshift z. This probability depends on some hyperparameters, which may vary between different subsamples. Our galaxies have been selected by applying a lower cut to the observed stellar masses, log M obs * > 10.5. We then expect the probability distribution in the true stellar mass to go to zero for low values of M * . We also expect P(M * , z|Φ) to vanish for very large values of M * , as there are few known galaxies with M * > 10 12 . For simplicity, we assume that P(M * , z|Φ) separates as follows:
where P(M * |Φ) is a skew Gaussian distribution in log M * ,
where µ * , σ * and α * are three hyper-parameters. Since this is a prior on the stellar mass distribution, and since the typical uncertainty on the stellar mass measurements is much smaller than the width of this distribution (as shown in section 4), the particular choice of the functional form of P(M * |Φ) does not matter in practice, because the likelihood term dominates over the prior. The main role of the prior is downweighting extreme outliers and measurements with very large uncertainties. The term P(z|Φ) in equation (11) describes the redshift distribution of the galaxies in our sample. As we will show later, this term does not enter the problem, because uncertainties on the observed redshifts can be neglected.
The second term on the right hand side of equation (10) is the core of our model. We assume that the logarithm of the stellar velocity dispersion is normally distributed, with a mean that can scale with redshift and stellar mass and with a variance that can evolve with redshift:
We adopt the following functional form for the median of this distribution:
In general, the slope β is allowed to depend on z as
We perform our analysis considering two different cases: the first is a constant-slope case (model M const ), i.e. equation (16) with η = 0; in the second, which we refer to as the evolving-slope case (model M evo ), η is a free hyperparameter. For the standard deviation σ σ in equation (14), namely the intrinsic scatter of our relation, we adopt the form
In equations (15-17) M piv * = 10 11.361 and z piv = 0.17311, i.e. the median values of stellar mass and redshift of the SDSS ETGs, respectively, while the quantities µ SDSS 0 , β SDSS 0 and ψ SDSS 0 are the median values of the hyper-parameters µ 0 , β 0 and ψ 0 obtained when fitting equation (14) to the ETGs of the SDSS subsample with
i.e. neglecting any dependence on z. In order to prevent the relation being dominated at lower redshifts by the SDSS subsample, which constitutes more than 85% of the extended sample, we assume the model in equation (18) as the zero point at z piv for our redshift-dependent models, because our main interest is to trace the evolution of the relation at higher redshift (z 0.5). Hereafter, we will refer to the model in equation (18) as model M SDSS .
Sampling the posterior probability distribution functions of the model hyper-parameters
Our goal is to sample the posterior probability distribution function (PDF) of the model hyper-parameters Φ given the data d, P(Φ| d). For this purpose, we use an MCMC approach, using a Python adaptation of the affine-invariant ensemble sampler of Goodman & Weare (2010) , emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). For each set of values of the hyper-parameters, we need to evaluate the likelihood of the data. This is given by the product over the galaxies in our sample of the integrals in equation (9). Using log M * , log σ e and z as the integration variables and omitting the subscript i in order to simplify the notation, equation (9) 
In the last line, we have used equations (10) and (11), and we have approximated the likelihood of observing redshift z obs as a delta function, in virtue of the very small uncertainties on the redshift (typical errors are < 10 −4 ). As a result, the redshift distribution term P(z|Φ) becomes irrelevant, as it contributes to the integral only through a multiplicative constant that we can ignore.
Assuming a Gaussian likelihood in log σ obs e for the term Table 3 . Jeffreys' scale (Jeffreys 1961) , giving the strength of evidence in the comparison of two models having Bayes factor B (equation 24).
Weak evidence 2.5 − 5
Strong evidence > 5
Decisive evidence P(σ obs e |σ e ), the integral over d log σ e can be performed analytically, as we show in Appendix A. We also assume a Gaussian likelihood for the measurements of log M obs * ,
with one caveat: since we are only selecting galaxies with log M obs * > 10.5, the likelihood must be normalised accordingly,
In other words, the probability of measuring any value of the stellar mass larger then log M obs * = 10.5, given that a galaxy is part of our sample, is one. We perform the final integration over log M * numerically with a Monte Carlo method (see Appendix A). We assume flat priors on all model hyperparameters.
Bayesian evidence
In our analysis, we consider models with different numbers of free hyper-parameters. To evaluate the performance of a given model in fitting the data, we rely on the Bayesian evidence Z that is the average of the likelihood under priors for a given model M:
We remark that, in our approach, the parameters Θ are described by a set of global hyper-parameters Φ. When comparing two models, say models M 1 and M 2 , we are interested in computing the ratio of the posterior probabilities of the models
where
is the Bayes factor. When B 1, M 1 provides a better description of the data than M 2 , and vice versa when B
1. The value of the Bayes factor is usually compared with the reference values of the empirical Jeffreys' scale (Jeffreys 1961), reported in Table 3 . Given two different models, the quantity | ln B| is a measure of the strength of evidence that one of the two models is preferable. We compute the Bayesian evidence Z of a model exploiting the nested sampling technique (Skilling 2004) . Briefly, the nested sampling algorithm estimates the Bayesian evidence reducing the ndimensional evidence integral (where n is the number of the parameters of a given model) into a 1D integral that is less expensive to evaluate numerically. In practice, we evaluate Z for a model using the MultiNest algorithm (see Feroz & Hobson 2008; Feroz et al. 2009 ) included in the Python module PyMultiNest (Buchner et al. 2014) . For details about the estimates of the Bayesian evidence and the algorithm exploited to compute them, we refer the interested readers to Feroz & Hobson (2008) and Buchner et al. (2014) .
RESULTS
In this section we present the results obtained applying the Bayesian method described in section 3 to the fiducial sample and to the extended sample of ETGs, the latter consisting of a combination of the fiducial and high-redshift samples (see section 2).
In subsection 3.2 we have introduced three models: model M SDSS (representing the present-day M * − σ e relation), model M const (representing the evolution of the M * −σ e relation with redshift-independent slope β) and model M evo (representing the evolution of the M * − σ e relation with redshift-dependent slope β). In models M const and M evo the intrinsic scatter of the M * −σ e relation is allowed to vary with redshift. In addition to these models, we also explore simpler models in which the intrinsic scatter is assumed to be independent of redshift. These models are named M NES const and M NES evo , where NES stands for non-evolving scatter. In summary, we take into account five models: model M SDSS , represented by equation (18), models M const and M evo , described by equation (15) (the former obtained by assuming η = 0 in equation (16)), and the models M NES const and M NES evo , which are the same as M const and M evo , respectively, but with ξ = 0 in equation (17). A description of the hyper-parameters used for each model is provided in Table 4 . Model M SDSS is applied to the SDSS subsample. The other four models are applied twice, once to the fiducial sample and once to the extended sample (we use the superscripts "fid" and "ext" to indicate that a model is applied, respectively, to the fiducial and extended samples).
The model-data comparison is performed as described in section 3. We validated our method by applying it to a mock dataset similar to the considered observational dataset (see Appendix B). Each MCMC run (see subsection 3.3) uses 50 random walkers running for 800 steps to reach the convergence of the hyper-parameter distribution. The resulting inferences on the hyper-parameters used in model M SDSS are shown in Figure 3 . The SDSS galaxies are described by σ e ∝ M β 0 * with β 0 0.233, close to the slope of the classical Faber-Jackson relation σ 0 ∝ L 0.25 (Faber & Jackson 1976) . The normalisation (µ 0 ) is such that galaxies with M * = 10 11 M have σ e 172 km s −1 and the intrinsic scatter (ψ 0 ) is 0.066 dex in σ e at fixed M * . Our fit to the present-day M * − σ e relation is broadly consistent with previous analyses (see section 5 for details).
The median values of the hyper-parameters of all models, with the corresponding 1σ errors, are listed in Table 5 . In order to compare the models we compute the Bayesian evidence Z of each model, using a configuration of 400 live points in the nested sampling algorithm. The resulting Z and the Bayes factors (see equation 24) are listed in Table 6. The performance of models M NES evo is relatively poor when applied to both the fiducial and the extended samples, so in the following we focus on the other models. In Figures  4-6 , we show the inferences of the models M NES const , M const and M evo for both the fiducial and the extended samples.
Fiducial sample (0 z 1.2)
The Bayesian evidences for the four models applied to the fiducial sample (Table 6 ) indicate that the most representative model is M NES,fid const . According to Jeffreys' scale (Table 3) , the other three models are significantly worse (with weak evidence against models M NES,fid evo and M fid const , and strong evidence against model M fid evo ). Thus, based on our analysis of the fiducial sample, we conclude that at z 1.2 the normalisation of the M * − σ e relation changes with z, while neither the slope nor the intrinsic scatter vary significantly. In this redshift interval the M * − σ e relation is well described by a power law σ e ∝ M β * with the same slope β = 0.233 and the same scatter 0.066 dex found for the SDSS subsample. At fixed M * , the normalisation of the stellar mass-velocity dispersion relation increases back in time as σ 0 ∝ (1 + z) ζ , with ζ 0.26, so, at fixed M * , galaxies tend to have higher σ e at higher redshift: the median velocity dispersion at fixed M * is ≈ 20% higher at z = 1 than at z = 0.
The best-fitting M * − σ e relations found for model M NES,fid const at z = 0, z = 0.5 and z = 1 are shown in Figure 7 . In this diagram the dashed curves are obtained by computing, at given z and log M * , the median value of log σ e among all the values sampled by the posterior distribution obtained with the MCMC; similarly, the shaded bands, which we will refer to as 1σ bands, are defined by computing the 16% and the 84% of the distribution of log σ e , at given z and log M * , for the same sampling. This plot clearly shows that the evolution of the normalisation of the M * − σ e relation at 0 z 1 is significant.
In summary, based on the median values of the hyperparameters of model M NES,fid const , the evolution of the M * − σ e relation in the redshift range 0 z 1.2 can be roughly described by log σ e km s −1 2.22 + 0.23 log M * 10 11 M + 0.26 log(1 + z), (25) with redshift-independent intrinsic scatter σ σ 0.07 in log σ e at given M * .
Extended sample (0 z 2.5)
We move here to the analysis of the models applied to the extended sample. Based on the Bayesian evidences Z, we find that, among the models applied to the extended sample, model M ext const has the highest value of Z, so it is the most representative model to trace the evolution of the M * − σ e relation. However, M ext evo cannot be rejected: its Bayes factor relative to model M ext const is such that | ln B| < 1, thus, according to Jeffrey's scale (Table 3) , M ext evo is not significantly worse than M ext const . We conclude that the considered observational data do not allow us to determine whether Table 4 . Hyper-parameters used in the models. Column 1: name of the model. Column 2: name of the hyper-parameter. Column 3: description of the hyper-parameter. Column 4: priors used in the models ("low" and "up" indicate, respectively, the lower and upper bounds and "guess" is the starting value). M piv * and z piv are the median values of stellar mass and redshift of the SDSS ETGs (subsection 3.2).
Model
Hyper - The median M * − σ e relations (with 1σ bands) for the two best models of the extended sample, i.e. M ext const and M ext evo , at six representative redshifts (z = 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and 2.5) are shown in Figure 8 . At given redshift, the central stellar velocity dispersion σ e increases with stellar mass: the slope β increases from 0.22 at z = 0 up to 0.32 at z = 2 for model M ext evo (while it is fixed at β = 0.233 in model M ext const ). At fixed M * , the normalisation of the stellar mass-velocity dispersion relation varies with redshift as σ 0 ∝ (1 + z) ζ , with ζ 0.42 for model M ext const and ζ 0.49 for model M ext evo . For instance, the median velocity dispersion at M * = 10 11 M varies from σ e 160 km s −1 at z = 0 to σ 0 ≈ 250 km s −1 at z = 2 for both models M ext const and M ext evo . The intrinsic scatter increases with redshift from 0.06 dex at z = 0 to 0.11 dex at z = 2. A direct comparison of the the two best models of the extended sample (M ext const and M ext evo ) can be found in Figure 9 , in which the median correlations, each with its 1σ uncertainty band and intrinsic scatter, are plotted at six representative redshifts. At all redshifts, the central stellar velocity dispersions predicted by the two models are essentially indistinguishable around M * = 10 11 M and differ significantly only at the high-mass end. 
According to model M ext evo , the evolution of the M * − σ 0 relation in the redshift range 0 z 2.5 can be roughly 
and an intrinsic scatter 
Comparing the results for the fiducial and extended samples
In Figures 4-6 we compare the posterior PDFs of the hyperparameters obtained for models M NES const , M const and M evo applied to the fiducial and extended samples. In all cases the main difference between the fiducial-sample and extendedsample cases is in the distribution of the hyper-parameter ζ, which quantifies the redshift-evolution of the normalisation of the M * − σ e relation. The median values are ζ = 0.26 − 0.29 for the fiducial sample and ζ = 0.42 − 0.49 for the extended sample, so the evolution of σ 0 at given M * is stronger for the extended sample than for the fiducial sample. The differences in the distributions of ζ of the same model applied to the fiducial and to the extended samples are about 2-2.5σ.
The distributions of all the other hyper-parameters (for instance, η, which quantifies the evolution of the slope, or ξ, which quantifies the evolution of the intrinsic scatter) are instead consistent within 1σ when comparing the results for the fiducial and extended samples. tional biases. For instance, while the estimates of the stellar masses of the fiducial sample are consistent with each other, for the extended sample the measurements are derived independently from different studies. The offset in M * is comparable to the mean uncertainty of the stellar mass estimates in the high-redshift sample, so systematic differences in the stellar mass estimates might well contribute to this offset. As a further test, we applied our model to the high-redshift sample of galaxies, finding at z = 1 a M * − σ e relation offset by 0.2 − 0.25 dex in M * with respect to the best model of the fiducial sample. Such offset appears hard to explain entirely with systematic effects in the stellar mass estimates. This suggests that the higher values of ζ found for the extended sample might be at least partly due to the fact that the redshift-dependence of the normalisation of the M * − σ e relation is actually stronger at higher redshift.
COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORKS
In this section we compare our results on the M * − σ 0 relation with previous works in the literature. Specifically, we compare with the studies of Auger et al. (2010) , Hyde & Bernardi (2009a) , Zahid et al. (2016b) , Belli et al. (2014) and Mason et al. (2015) , which we briefly describe in the following. All the authors assumed a Chabrier IMF for their estimates of the stellar masses, except for Mason et al. (2015) who assumed a Salpeter IMF (Salpeter 1955) . • Auger et al. (2010) take into account 59 ETGs (morphologically classified as ellipticals or S0s) identified as strong gravitational lenses in the Sloan Lens ACS Survey (SLACS) (Bolton et al. 2008; Auger et al. 2009 ) with a mean redshift z ≈ 0.2. The stellar masses of these ETGs span the range 11 < log(M * /M ) < 12. The measured velocity dispersion is corrected to σ e/2 , the velocity dispersion within an aperture R e /2, by applying the correction of Jorgensen et al. (1995) . Auger et al. (2010) report best fits of the stellar mass-velocity dispersion relation both allowing and not allowing for the presence of intrinsic scatter. • Zahid et al. (2016b) analyse the M * −σ 0 relation for massive quiescent galaxies out to z ≈ 0.7. For our comparison, we use their power-law fit obtained for a subsample drawn from the Smithsonian Hectospec Lensing Survey (SHELS) (Geller et al. 2005) at 0.5 < z < 0.6, observed with the Hectospec spctrograph whose fibers have an aperture radius of 0.75 . Concerning SHELS galaxies, at z ≈ 0.1 velocity dispersion is measured in an aperture of around 1.4 kpc. As highlighted by Damjanov et al. (2019) , though the observed velocity dispersions are not corrected for the aperture, these measurements are estimated to differ at most by 3−4% from velocity dispersions within R e .
• Belli et al. (2014) measure σ e and M * for a sample of galaxies with median redshift z ≈ 1.23. We take from Zahid et al. (2016b) (2015) provide a fitting formula describing the redshift evolution of the M * − σ e relation, assuming redshift-independent slope determined by the low-z relation measured by Auger et al. (2010) . In particular, we compare our fit with the constraints inferred by Mason et al. at z = 2.
In order to make a direct comparison as homogeneous as possible between our work and the others in the literature, we rescale all the fit parameters to the following functional form
where M piv * = 10 11.361 M (Chabrier IMF). The Salpeter M * ,Salp stellar mass used in Mason et al. (2015) is converted into a Chabrier stellar mass M * ,Chab , assuming that a Salpeter IMF implies 0.25 dex higher stellar masses than a Chabrier IMF (Bernardi et al. 2010) . Finally, to directly compare with our fit the fits of Auger et al. (2010) and Hyde & Bernardi (2009a) , who report σ e/2 and σ e/8 , respectively, we estimate σ e/2 and σ e/8 for our SDSS galaxies (using equation 3), we compute the median values of log σ e − log σ e/8 −0.06 and log σ e − log σ e/2 −0.02, and we correct the fits of Auger et al. (2010) and Hyde & Bernardi (2009a) using log σ e = log σ e/8 − 0.06 and log σ e = log σ e/2 − 0.02.
In Figure 10 , we show the comparison between our models and the previous works at z = 0.2, 0.55, 1.23 and 2. At low redshift (z = 0.2; top-left panel of Figure 10 ) we compare our results with Auger et al. (2010) (two fits of which one accounting and the other not accounting for the intrinsic scatter) and Hyde & Bernardi (2009a) . For clarity reasons, here we show only the M NES,fid const fit, because the M ext const and M ext evo curves are essentially indistinguishable from that of M NES,fid const at this redshift, which is close to z piv (see Figure 9 ). We find a good agreement with Hyde & Bernardi (2009a) , whose fit is only slightly steeper than ours. Also the fits of Auger et al. have slope similar to that our model, but have normalisation slightly higher than our estimates, for instance by ≈ 0.09 dex in σ e at M * ≈ 10 11 M . This is probably related to the fact that the Auger et al. sample consists of strong lenses: at fixed stellar mass, the probability for a galaxy of being a strong lens increases with central velocity dispersion. Lensing selection effects might tend to bias a sample towards higher values of σ e .
Moving towards higher redshifts, the fit of SHELS galaxies at 0.5 < z < 0.6 of Zahid et al. (2016b) almost perfectly overlaps with our models M ext const and M ext evo evaluated at redshift z = 0.55 (top-right panel of Figure 10 ). We 10.50 10.75 11.00 11.25 11.50 11.75 12. find also a good agreement with the M NES,fid const model, which is only slightly shallower than the SHELS fit.
In the bottom-left panel of Figure 10 we compare our models evaluated at z = 1.23 (mean redshift of the sample of Belli et al. 2014) with the linear fit obtained by Belli et al. (2014) . While the M ext const is shallower than the fit by Belli et al. (2014) , the median relation of M ext evo model is remarkably similar in slope to Belli et al. (2014) relation, and differs only slightly in normalisation by ≈ 0.1 dex.
Finally, we compare the median relations of our models M ext const and M ext evo with the estimates done by Mason et al. (2015) at z = 2 (bottom-right panel of Figure 10 ). Both our curves are somewhat steeper than that of Mason et al. (2015) , but we find a very good match at M * ≈ 10 11 M .
Overall, we do find a satisfactory agreement among our results and previous works in the literature at all the explored redshifts. Some of the differences highlighted above may be ascribed to differences in the redshift distribution of the galaxy sample, stellar mass ranges, data and models used in the measurements of the stellar masses, selection criteria or fitting methods.
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the evolution of the correlation between central stellar velocity dispersion σ 0 (here measured within R e ) and stellar mass M * for massive (M * 10 10.5 M ) ETGs observed in the redshift range 0 z 2.5. We have modelled the evolution of this scaling law using a Bayesian hierarchical method. This allowed us to optimally exploit the available observational data, without resorting to binning in either redshift or stellar-mass space. The main conclusions of this work are the following.
• The central velocity dispersion of ETGs increases with stellar mass following a power-law relation σ 0 ∝ M β * with β 0.23, similar to the classical Faber-Jackson relation L ∝ σ 4 0 (Faber & Jackson 1976) , with stellar mass M * replacing luminosity L.
• The normalisation of the M * − σ 0 relation increases with redshift: at given stellar mass, σ 0 ∝ (1 + z) ζ with ζ 0.26 in the redshift range 0 z 1.2 probed by our fiducial sample. This implies that a typical ETG at z ≈ 0 has σ 0 lower by about 20% than ETGs of similar mass at z ≈ 1. Over the wider redshift range 0 z 2.5, probed by our extended sample, we find ζ = 0.4 − 0.5, which, modulo systematic effects (for instance in the estimate of the stellar mass), could suggest that the evolution of the normalisation of the M * −σ 0 is stronger at higher redshift.
• In the redshift range 0 z 1.2 the M * − σ 0 relation has redshift-independent intrinsic scatter 0.07 dex in σ 0 at given M * . The analysis of the extended sample leads to the conclusion that the intrinsic scatter is higher at higher redshift, up to 0.11 dex at z = 2.
• In the redshift range 0 z 2.5, probed by the extended sample, a model in which the slope β of the M * − σ 0 relation increases with redshift as β ≈ 0.2 + 0.2 log(1 + z) describes the data as well as the model with constant β 0.23. Thus, current data do not allow to determine whether or not the M * − σ 0 relation is actually steeper at higher redshift: additional observational data, especially at high redshift, appear necessary to address the question of the redshiftdependence of β.
The results of this work confirm and strengthen previous indications that the M * − σ 0 relation of massive ETGs evolves with cosmic time. The theoretical interpretation of the observed evolution is not straightforward. Of course, the stellar mass of an individual galaxy can vary with time: it can increase as a consequence of mergers and star formation 10.50 10.75 11.00 11.25 11.50 11.75 12. This paper has been typeset from a T E X/L A T E X file prepared by the author.
